The Immigration/Migration Primary Research Area Group presents a conference on

**Immigration and Integration: A Comparative View**

Thursday, October 13, 2016
1:00pm – 4:00pm
Room C06 (Concourse Level), School of Social Work
1255 Amsterdam Avenue (at 122nd St.)

1:00 – 1:15  Opening remarks (Yinon Cohen, Columbia)
Sandwich lunch served in concourse level hallway

1:15 – 2:30  Session 1 – Immigration and Citizenship (15 minutes Q & A)

Irene Bloemraad (UC Berkeley), “Does Citizenship Matter? Challenges for Comparative Migration Scholars”


Moderator: Christel Kesler (Barnard)

2:30 – 2:40  Break

2:40 – 3:20  Session 2 – Comparative Perspective on Integration (10 minutes Q & A)

Nancy Foner (CUNY Graduate Center), “Why Compare? The Benefits of Cross-National Comparative Immigration Research”

Moderator: Yao Lu (Columbia)

3:20 – 4:00  Keynote speaker: Douglas Massey (Princeton)